Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 14

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. an aunt's or an uncle's son or daughter
5. wicked
6. to like better than something else
7. intensely bright
8. precise
15. a bother
17. opposite of old-fashioned
20. fall
21. main or primary
22. sum
25. a book-length fiction story
26. astound
27. thing
28. a small copy
29. to react with uncontrolled fear

Down
1. calculate
2. approval
3. country
4. officers of the law
9. an article that appears regularly in a newspaper
10. a device that produces a thin, intense beam of light
11. a list of food served
12. choose
13. act
14. having to do with people
16. the same
18. to be worthy of
19. a humanlike machine
23. prize
24. reason
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